
Ella Acrylic Transfer Wheelchair Accessible Walk In Tubs 
Ella’s Bubbles delivers quality engineering in style with Ella Transfer Wheelchair 
Accessible Walk In Tubs. Each Ella walk in tub is equipped with a beautifully crafted 
lightweight yet sturdy aluminum L-shaped door giving you a tub with a unique high-end 
look that is easily accessible with its frameless entry. A low step-in threshold, textured 
slip resistant floor, molded seat as well as wall and/or deck mounted grab bars work in 
unison to allow for easy and safe entry and exit of the tub. 

 

Ella light-weight, yet durable aluminum L shape outward swing 
doors are made with a 2-latch gear and shaft lock mechanism 
which allows for equal pressure to the door gasket throughout its 
entirety and guarantees a leakproof door seal. The L shape door 
opening allows for toilet clearance up to 21” height and 
convenient transfer from the wheelchair into the seat over the 

soft and warm to touch acrylic shell. 
The door is attached to the shell so there is no cold or sharp aluminum door frame in 
contact with bathers body during the transfer or slide into the bathtub. That makes this 
transition into the seat for bather very comfortable and pleasant. 

All five Ella Transfer bathtub models are equipped with an adjustable direction foot and 
shin massage hydro jets. These jets are strategically positioned in the lowest possible 
area of the floor for bathers to enjoy the foot massage in a relaxed position. The hydro 
massage intensity is adjusted by dial control for to suit each bather’s preference. 
 
 
The best fast drain in industry – no power required! Ella 
gravity driven 2″ dual drain technology with independently 
operated 2 openers, 2 overflows for fast and reliable drainage 
and exit out of the walk-in tub. This drain can be connected to 
4 x two inch outlets vs. one 1 1/2″ standard bathtub drain. 



Transfer Walk In Tub 
30″W x 52″L 
The Ella Transfer Wheelchair Accessible Bathtub is designed for bathers who use a 
wheelchair or for those who simply need an easy-to-enter bathtub. With a barrier-free 
sidewall design, the bather can conveniently open the L-shaped aluminum door and 
slide into the bathtub. Strategically positioned air and hydro jets allow for a supremely 
relaxing experience. Two pre-installed grab bars allow for easier access and 
maneuverability. 
 

Transfer60 Walk In Tub 
30″W x 60″L 
The longer Ella Transfer 60 Wheelchair Accessible Bathtub is a wider design for bathers 
who use a wheelchair or for those who simply need an easy-to-enter bathtub. With a 
barrier-free sidewall design, the bather can conveniently open the L-shaped aluminum 
door and slide into the bathtub. Strategically positioned air and hydro jets allow for a 
supremely relaxing experience. Two pre-installed grab bars allow for easier access and 
maneuverability. 
 

Transfer32 Walk In Tub 
32″W x 52″L 
The Ella Transfer 32 Wheelchair Accessible Bathtub is a wider design for bathers who 
use a wheelchair or for those who simply need an easy-to-enter bathtub. With a barrier-
free sidewall design, the bather can conveniently open the L-shaped aluminum door 
and slide into the bathtub. Strategically positioned air and hydro jets allow for a 
supremely relaxing experience. Two pre-installed grab bars allow for easier access and 
maneuverability. 
 

Transfer26 Walk In Tub 
26″W x 52″L 
The Ella Transfer26 Wheelchair Accessible Bathtub is designed for bathers who use a 
wheelchair or for those who simply need an easy-to-enter tub and a smaller width to fit 
in smaller bathrooms. With a barrier-free sidewall design, the bather can conveniently 
open the L-shaped aluminum door and slide into the bathtub. Strategically positioned air 
and hydro jets allow for a supremely relaxing experience. Two pre-installed grab bars 
allow for easier access and maneuverability. 
 

TransferXXXL Walk In Tub 
36″W x 55″L 
The Ella TransferXXXL Wheelchair Accessible Tub is our extra wide design for bathers 
who use a wheelchair or for those who simply need an easy-to-enter bathtub. With a 
barrier-free sidewall design, the bather can conveniently open the L-shaped aluminum 
door and slide into the bathtub. Strategically positioned air and hydro jets allow for a 



supremely relaxing experience. Two pre-installed grab bars allow for easier access and 
maneuverability. 
 

Comparison Charts 
Important Dimensions 

  TRANSFER TRANSFER32 TRANSFER26 TRANSFER60 TRANSFERXXXL 

Dimensions of Tub WxLxH 29x52x42 32x52x42 26x52x42 30x60x42 36x55x42 

Dimensions of Crate 

WxLxH 
32x54x50 34x54x50 30x54x50 32x62x50 38x60x50 

Threshold Height 7″ 7″ 7″ 7″ 7″ 

Threshold Lowering 

Option 
4.5″ 4.5″ 4.5″ 4.5″ 4.5″ 

Seat Width 22″ 24.5″ 20″ 22″ 29″ 

Seat Height 17″ 17″ 17″ 17″ 17″ 

Width of Door 
36″ L 

Shaped 
36″ L Shaped 36″ L Shaped 36″ L Shaped 36″ L Shaped 

  

Important Data 

  TRANSFER TRANSFER32 TRANSFER26 TRANSFER60 TRANSFERXXXL 

Gallons USA (Unoccupied) 75 80 65 90 110 

Gallons USA (Occupied) 45-55 45-65 30-40 55-75 65-85 

Suggested Water Heater* 60 60 60 60 60 

Approximate Drainage 

Time** 
80 Seconds 80 Seconds 80 Seconds 80 Seconds 120 Seconds 

Drain/Door Location 
Right or 

Left 
Right or Left Right or Left Right or Left Right or Left 



  TRANSFER TRANSFER32 TRANSFER26 TRANSFER60 TRANSFERXXXL 

Product Net Weight LBS 220 220 220 220 240 

Product Shipping Weight 

LBS 
300 300 300 300 320 

*Suggested Water Heater size for a household with only a single bather. A household 
with any additional bathers should consider the next size available water heater. 
**Approximate Drainage Time is under ideal plumbing conditions, your drainage times 
may vary. 

Features 

  TRANSFER TRANSFER32 TRANSFER26 TRANSFER60 TRANSFERXXXL 

Grab Bar(s) 2 2 2 2 2 

Number of Access Panels 3 3 3 3 3 

Hydro Jets 13 13 13 13 13 

Air Jets 16 16 16 16 16 

 

 
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


